
The Ultimate Summer Reading Challenge for 6 to 8 year olds! 

Between now and September, you are being challenged to read these books and then 

write a brief review of the book and how many stars you would give it. Your review will be 

posted on the school website for other adults and children to read. It may also 

encourage them to read the book, based on your recommendations!  
 

HAPPY READING! 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you like Jasper the Fox, ultra-competitive and always racing to the next thing, 

or more like Ollie the sloth, relaxed and content to meander? Dynamic illustrations 

and comic book-style text give a hilarious but spot-on portrayal of these two 

friends’ opposite approaches to a pool day — and you can probably guess who 

learns a lesson in the end. Joining the ranks of other picture book duos with 

endearing differences, Jasper and Ollie are delightful reading companions for 

summer and beyond. 
 

Muffin the cat works the night shift patrolling the Little Bear Bakery, where there 

are absolutely no bears — until the night that a cub and his mama show up, 

hungry for donuts. The clever humour and deadpan descriptions (“It was 

warm, like a bath mat in the sunshine. It smelled like that bath mat needed a 

bath”) are a perfect fit for this age group. Summon your best detective voice 

to read this gem, along with a plate of donuts, of course. 

  

A Piglet Named Mercy 

by Kate DiCamillo, illustrated by Chris Van Dusen 

Add To Cart 

Also available from: 

Amazon  

  

Barnes & Noble  

  

Indiebound  

  

Target  

  

Give fans of the Mercy Watson series — and its spinoff, Tales from Deckawoo 

Drive — a dose of cheery satisfaction with this lovely prequel that explains how 

Mercy the pig ended up part of the Watson family. Back in the days before 

porcine emergencies and run-ins with grouchy neighbours, Mr. and Mrs. 

Watson were concerned that their lives were too predictable. All that 

changed when a chubby piglet with a predilection for buttered toast found 

her way to their doorstep. You’re guaranteed to sigh a contented “awww” at 

the end of this one. Plus, it offers a great excuse to revisit the original books. 

Mr. Pockles has a hat for every occasion preserved pristinely in his home, but his 

collection does nothing to him earn a coveted invitation to Hat Day at the 

Panda Politan Club — he’s a dog, not a panda. When an unexpected turn of 

events presents him with an opportunity to set aside his disappointment to help 

another, he throws his “jaunty with a friendly feather” hat to the wind and earns 

the tribute the title suggests. Sally Lloyd-Jones has a knack for crafting 

captivating stories that wrap timeless messages in quirky packages, and this 

friendship tale is no exception. 

   

  

 

  

Barnes & Noble  

  

Indiebound  

When her class learns about the vastness of the solar system, along with the Greek 

and Roman stories behind many astronomical names, Venetia Burney is bursting 

with questions. The year is 1930, and when a new planet is discovered, she and her 

grandfather submit an idea for its name: Pluto. The fascinating true story comes full 

circle, portraying 89-year-old Venetia watching Pluto as it returns to view after a 

lengthy orbit around the sun. Balancing compelling storytelling with facts, readers 

will be empowered by this example of how children can contribute to science — 

and eager to get outside with a telescope. 

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/579737/jasper-and-ollie-by-alex-willan/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/606207/a-piglet-named-mercy-by-kate-dicamillo/
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9780763677534/siteID/301/retailerid/7/trackingcode/randohouseinc7904-20
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9780763677534/siteID/301/retailerid/2/trackingcode/PRH1BF81E6084
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9780763677534/siteID/301/retailerid/6/trackingcode/brightly
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9780763677534/siteID/301/retailerid/23/trackingcode/PRH1BF81E6084
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/606207/a-piglet-named-mercy-by-kate-dicamillo/
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9780763688271/siteID/301/retailerid/2/trackingcode/PRH1BF81E6084
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9780763688271/siteID/301/retailerid/6/trackingcode/brightly


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Princess Magnolia heads to her school science fair in this most recent 

instalment of the Princess in Black early chapter book series. It’s hard to focus 

on the science projects, though, when Tommy Wigtower’s volcano turns out 

to have a growing monster inside it! It takes some creative collaboration 

between princess friends — and innovative use of the science fair projects — 

to wrangle this tricky creature. The teamwork twist adds new depth to this 

fun series. 

 

Jada Jones #3: Sleepover Scientist 

by Kelly Starling Lyons, illustrated by Nneka Myers and Vanessa 

Brantley-Newton 

Add To Cart 

Also available from: 

Amazon  

  

Barnes & Noble  

  

Indiebound  

  

Target  

  

Walmart  

When Jada’s parents say she can invite her school friends 

for a sleepover, she dreams big with science-themed 

plans. Her voice captures the mix of feelings kids can have 

about a highly-anticipated experience: so much 

excitement, but also anxiety that it won’t live up to 

expectations. Plus, she wrestles with the common dilemma 

When Jada’s parents say she can invite her school friends for a sleepover, she 

dreams big with science-themed plans. Her voice captures the mix of feelings 

kids can have about a highly-anticipated experience: so much excitement, 

but also anxiety that it won’t live up to expectations. Plus, she wrestles with 

the common dilemma of balancing what she wants to do (science, of 

course) with what her friends think is fun. Jada Jones is one of those series 

stars kids can genuinely relate to — and, in this case, score some serious 

sleepover tips! 

  

Magic on the Map #1: Let’s Mooove 

by Courtney Sheinmel and Bianca Turetsky 

Add To Cart 

Also available from: 

Amazon  

  

Barnes & Noble  

The new Magic on the Map series is perfect summer-adventure reading for 

fans of the Magic Tree House series. On the last day of second grade, twins 

Finn and Molly arrive home to discover that their father traded the family car 

for an RV. It seems like just one of their dad’s wacky schemes for family fun, 

until they discover the camper is actually a magic (and slightly sassy) Planet 

Earth Transporter. The sibling banter is relatable, as is the twins’ confusion while 

they learn the ropes (literally — their first stop is a ranch in Colorado) and 

figure out how to get home. 

Dragon series, Warren faces a familiar childhood pain: when he stumbles 

upon a Deluxe Volcano Building Set Supreme that he desperately wants, his 

heart-wrenching calculations about how he could earn enough money to 

buy it don’t add up. Then, a miscommunication with his twin sister, Ellie, 

morphs his entrepreneurial efforts into hosting a bake sale and magic show for 

charity. The antics of his hilarious alter-ego Dragon don’t help his cause, either. 

Complete with a feel-good surprise ending that packs plenty of kindness, this 

is a sweet summer read. 

  

Freya & Zoose is the story of a penguin determined to overcome her 

tentativeness and a brash but ambitious mouse. It takes readers straight to the 

Arctic chill while warming hearts with portrayals of friendship and personal 

growth. The animals meet as stowaways on a Victorian hot-air-balloon mission 

to the North Pole — a mission that quickly takes an unexpected turn. The 

unusual situations, well-drawn characters, and ample illustrations give this title 

the feel of a children’s novel from generations past, making it well-suited as a 

family read aloud or an independent read for more confident growing readers. 

Summer is the perfect time for STEAM, and this book of simple but cool ideas 

makes it easy to dive in without stocking up on lots of special supplies. Ideas 

range from timeless projects like a domino run and paper weaving to newer 

suggestions like shadow photos and kiddie pool pontoon boats. The science-

based explanations included with each project are brief and engaging 

enough to teach kids a thing or two without reminding them of school. 

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/585847/sleepover-scientist-3-by-kelly-starling-lyons-illustrated-by-nneka-myers-cover-illustrated-by-vanessa-brantley-newton/
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9781524790554/siteID/301/retailerid/7/trackingcode/randohouseinc7904-20
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9781524790554/siteID/301/retailerid/2/trackingcode/PRH1BF81E6084
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9781524790554/siteID/301/retailerid/6/trackingcode/brightly
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9781524790554/siteID/301/retailerid/23/trackingcode/PRH1BF81E6084
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9781524790554/siteID/301/retailerid/4/trackingcode/PRH1BF81E6084
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/592589/magic-on-the-map-1-lets-mooove-by-courtney-sheinmel-and-bianca-turetsky-illustrated-by-stevie-lewis/
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9781635651669/siteID/301/retailerid/7/trackingcode/randohouseinc7904-20
http://links.penguinrandomhouse.com/type/affiliate/isbn/9781635651669/siteID/301/retailerid/2/trackingcode/PRH1BF81E6084
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/592589/magic-on-the-map-1-lets-mooove-by-courtney-sheinmel-and-bianca-turetsky-illustrated-by-stevie-lewis/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/550865/freya-and-zoose-by-emily-butler/

